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As the COVID-19 crisis continues and Australia navigates opening and 
or closing the economy in response to new cases, consumer behavior is 
changing and, we have identified six trends in consumer sentiment and 
behaviors globally. 

We recommend business owners use this crisis to deliver comprehensive and 
dynamic solutions for their businesses and consumers.

Coraggio has compiled this ebook based on research conducted by McKinsey 
& Company, Bain & Company, The Boston Consulting Group, PWC and HSBC.

WELCOME
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Most global consumers expect COVID-19 to impact their routines for a long 
time. Following an almost 3-month closure, an ease in Australia’s lockdown 
has prompted celebrations. People ventured out, reconnected with people 
including dining with loved ones. With the initial reopening underway,  
Australia is hoping to turn the page and write a new chapter of personal  
and economic revival.

With this easing in restrictions, consumers are beginning to show positive 
sentiment. We are witnessing an improvement in the number of consumers 
who say the worst of coronavirus is over (24% compared to 20%). The 
improvement is most evident in NSW (28% up from 21%) and in South 
Australia (22% up from 16%) which eased restrictions faster than Victoria 
(21% up from 18%). Queensland, with its border closure remaining, has only a 
marginal improvement (25% up from 23%).

This has however come at a cost, specifically in Victoria as the Premier is 
likely to re-implement tighter restrictions in specific hotspot areas. As such, 
consumers in Australia believe there is still a long way to go before they 
resume a ‘new-reality’ life. Most not only believe their lives are different today 
than pre-Covid-19, but also this change is likely to be in place at least for the 
next four months minimum, if not permanently.

1. CONSUMERS CONTINUE 
TO EXPECT A LONG-
LASTING IMPACT FROM 
COVID-19

Graph 1 – Page 1 after paragraph 2  
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In China COVID restrictions were lifted earlier, fewer consumers believe there 
will be an economic recession. In Australia however, we see only a slight 
improvement in the perception that ‘the worst of coronavirus is over’. Concern 
about financial security continues, with Australian consumers feeling slightly 
more positive than consumers in other markets. 

The path to recovery is not straightforward. Despite a marginal positive spike, 
most Australian consumers continue to be skeptical of economic recovery, 
with 80% believing there will be an economic recession as a result of Covid-19 
restrictions, a perception mirrored in other mature markets. As a
result, consumers are likely to step cautiously as they move to resume a ‘new- 
normal’ life. 

Consumers from different age groups and gender in Australia revealed some 
quite striking results. Female consumers across all age groups are feeling 
less financially secure than male consumers. Post Covid-19, females say they 
are less likely to return to their pre-Covid-19 spending habits than their male 
counterparts.

2. MARGINAL IMPROVEMENT IN 
CONSUMER CONFIDENCE YET 
CAUTIOUS REVIVAL PLAN

AS INCOMES HAVE DECLINED, CONSUMERS 
ARE SPENDING ON ESSENTIALS AND NOT 
DISCRETIONARY CATEGORIES.
Spending on groceries and at-home entertainment continues to show positive 
momentum. Today, consumers in more countries intend to increase spending 
on other basic categories, such as household supplies and personal care.
Consumers intend to spend more on select other categories: alcohol,  
food takeout and delivery, snacks, skin care, non-food baby products,  
fitness, wellness, household care products, pet food & supplies, vitamins,  
and supplements.

While overall spending intent on most discretionary categories remains 
negative, there is reduced pessimism around future spending on categories 
such as restaurants, restaurant delivery, apparel, footwear, and consumer 
electronics today versus in mid-March. 
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With borders closed, and travel likely to be heavily constrained for some  
time, businesses that benefited from visitors and permanent arrivals are  
likely to struggle. This includes the tourism sector and education exports,  
and, through curtailed migration, other industries are likely to be the top  
losers in spend intentions.

Even if social distancing measures are gradually wound back, people may not 
return to the same degree of social activity as prior to COVID-19. An extended 
period of working from home may equate to workers and employers requiring 
less office space. Businesses that feed off these offices, such as cafes and 
restaurants, are likely to feel the impact.

A move to virtual communications may result in reduced business travel. 
Bricks and mortar retail may suffer as COVID-19 accelerated the use of  
online purchases. Many businesses and households will correctly argue  
that the COVID-19 event has permanently changed their economic situation. 

Business insolvencies are likely to rise once the moratorium comes to its 
end. Mortgage defaults are likely to increase once bank repayment holidays 
end. These challenges mean we expect GDP to be below the previous trend 
running through 2021. Even with an expected bounce back in growth, HSBC 
forecasts that the unemployment rate to be 6.5% at the end of 2021, well 
above the 5.25% before the COVID-19 crisis.

A DESIRE TO RETURN TO PRE-COVID LIFESTYLE 
CONTRACTS WITH CHANGES IN SPENDING  
PATTERNS THAT ARE LIKELY TO PERSIST.
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3. CONSUMERS ARE SHIFTING TO 
ONLINE AND DIGITAL SOLUTIONS 
AS WELL AS REDUCED CONTACT 
CHANNELS TO GET GOODS  
AND SERVICES.

One survey suggests consumers are finding many positives in the changes 
brought about by Covid-19-related restrictions, and they are coming to terms 
with other changes. 
 
Almost half of the population is working from home, with two-thirds  
enjoying this change. Forty percent of consumers are spending more time 
on social media, and half say they are enjoying this shift. Fifty-four percent 
of consumers have signed up for at least one new virtual coaching/learning 
session in the past two months. On the other hand, 69% of consumers 
said they did not do much planning for leisure travel or vacations during 
the lockdown period and two-thirds did not enjoy this change. As soon as 
restrictions eased, approximately 40% of consumers started planning for 
travel either domestically or internationally.

Overall, 33% of consumers are shopping online more since Covid-19 emerged, 
and they have mixed views regarding which products they will continue to 
shop for online post Covid-19. 

What is clear is that 30% consumers agree that their spending habits will 
never return to pre-Covid normal, with 52% of consumers continuing to plan 
to reduce spending on luxury products even after the crisis is over. Fear 
brought on by Covid-19 has led consumers to adopt a ‘save more, spend 
less’ approach, a sentiment that looks set to persist: approximately 50% of 

Graph 1 – Page 1 after paragraph 2  
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In the past two months, 33% of consumers did more shopping online 
compared to the pre-Covid-19 period. Forty-seven percent of consumers now 
believe online shopping is an inevitable part of their lives and that this will 
continue post Covid-19.

DIGITAL BUYERS MAKING MORE PURCHASES:

Covid-19-related disruptions have accelerated digital adoption. The number of 
digital buyers increased from 76% to 84% in the last two months compared to 
2019 baseline.

NEW DIGITAL BUYERS:

consumers claim they will cut spending and save more over the next 12 
months. Spending reductions will be more aggressive among those whose 
earnings have fallen below their pre-Covid-19 income levels, with 63% of 
consumers who experienced a reduction in income spending in the past  
two months.

The role of the digital economy has been growing in importance long before 
Covid-19, with approximately 2x growth in digital purchasing over the last five 
years, signaling that digital is established as the new way of buying products 
and services.
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28% of consumers shopped online in at least one new category in the past 
two months. Before Covid-19, tobacco products, pet services, medical 
services, gardening, fresh meat & other food, packaged food were not strong 
digital performers (<20% digital buyers). With Covid-19, digital purchasing in 
these categories almost doubled.

Not only is digital purchasing becoming more common across multiple 
product categories, but Covid-19 has driven growth in digital purchasing 
across all demographics.

Age groups – Baby boomers and Silvers drove the uptick in new digital 
purchases, with 14 percentage points added to the digital buyers’ baseline  
in the last two months.

Locations – The number of people purchasing online increased by 10 
percentage points in rural and regional areas in the last two months.

Income segments - High income segments led digital purchasing pre-
Covid-19; during the lockdown period, the number of low-income earners 
shopping online grew by 10 percentage points.

EXISTING DIGITAL BUYERS EXPANDING TO 
NEW ONLINE SHOPPING CATEGORIES:

Graph 3 – page 5, after para 6 

 

 

Graph 4 – page 9, after last para 
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Given that many of the drivers of digital purchasing 
behavior relate to convenience, we expect the shift to 
persist. One survey results suggest that 47% of first- 
time digital buyers will buy more online post Covid-19 
than they do currently, and 87% of pre-existing digital 
buyers will continue to buy the same or more  online 
post Covid-19.

However, conversion of first-time digital purchasers 
to consistent digital purchasers varies by category. 
Food & beverages are likely to see a reduction in digital 
purchases post the Covid-19 period among new and 
pre-Covid digital buyers. 

New digital buyers are likely to increase their purchas-
ing in service categories such as travel, insurance, and 
utilities. They also plan to increase online purchasing in 
the non-food grocery category.

Existing digital buyers have different plans compared 
with new digital buyers: in addition to service 
categories, they plan to buy alcohol, home repair 
products and in-home entertainment products online. 
They plan to reduce digital spending on fashion, 
appliances, luxury, and out-of-home entertainment. 

During Covid-19, existing consumers bought online 
for convenience and to secure the best deals. For new 
digital buyers, the digital channel meant convenience 
under challenging circumstances. Consumer surveys 
show that they will buy more online post Covid-19 in 
exchange for convenience, better pricing and better 
deals and discounts, while 36% of consumers plan to
go back to offline stores to buy in at least one category. 
These consumers say that  they  miss  the  touch  and 
feel of products, find shipment charges to be high, and 
19% believe that online prices are higher than prices 
offered offline in stores.

4. WILL DIGITAL 
SHOPPING 
PATTERNS PERSIST?
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To feel comfortable engaging without-of-home 
activities, most consumers are waiting for 
milestones beyond the lifting of governmental 
restrictions. Many consumers want the 
endorsement of medical authorities and the 
implementation of visible safety measures from 
stores, restaurants, and other indoor spaces. 
Others are waiting for a vaccine before they feel 
comfortable going back to routines outside  
the home.

With the fluctuations of COVID-19 outbreaks 
across the globe, consumers are still in a state of 
flux, playing a game of wanting to go back to pre-
COVID activities while remaining cautious as  
much as possible.

Most consumers across countries still feel 
they are not back to “regular” out-of-home 
activities. However, with restrictions lifting 
in pockets around the globe, consumers are 
increasingly venturing outside their homes for 
select categories of activities. Most commonly, 
consumers plan to shop, with nearly all 
consumers planning to shop for necessities  
out- of-home in the next two weeks, and roughly 
half planning to shop for non-necessities. In 
Europe and China, over 50 percent plan to leave 
home to get together with family. A large minority 
of consumers intends to dine at a restaurant  
or bar, get together with friends, go to a hair  
or nail salon or work outside the home across  
most countries.

At the same time a noteworthy impact of 
Covid-19 on consumers’ purchasing behaviour 
is an increasing shift to locally grown brands 
(36% in last two months compared to 23% pre-
Covid-19), and to brands that promote health 
and well-being (38%). One-in-four consumers 
in Australia supported brands that promote 
sustainability or bring tangible benefits to the 
local economy. This trend is persistent.

EVEN THOUGH MANY COUNTRIES 
HAVE LIFTED STAY-AT-HOME 
RESTRICTIONS, MOST CONSUMERS 
STILL FEEL THE PULL TOWARD A 
“HOMEBODY ECONOMY.”

CONSUMERS WANT EXTRA 
REASSURANCE TO RESUME  
DAY-TO-DAY ACTIVITIES  
OUTSIDE THEIR HOMES.
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5. WHAT DRIVES THE CHANGE IN 
‘TRUST’ FOR SOME INSTITUTIONS?

Net trust had lifted significantly for health service providers, supermarkets, 
and government. In the last four weeks these trends have bedded down, with 
further increases in net trust for all these institutions.

So, what drove the change in Trust for some institutions? It was found a   
strong correlation between an organisation’s response to Covid-19 and a net 
increase in trust. The top three drivers were honesty and integrity in dealings 
with consumers, regular communication, and speedy resolution of any issues 
via access to online and call center support. Trust in organizations fell when 
consumers perceived there was a lack of innovation, issues with data security 
and confusion around constantly changing policies.

Let us take a few examples.

• Government - Both federal and state governments have won consumer 
trust for their response to Covid-19, with net trust gains of 29 and 23 
percentage points respectively observed over the past two months. 
Respondents in Australia believe governments have been honest, clear, 
and timely in helping people navigate the crisis. 

• Supermarkets – We observed significant uplifts in net trust for 
supermarkets overall, including a 24-percentage point net gain for national 
grocery chains in the past two months. 
 
Consumers claim that Aldi continues to delight the ‘budget-conscious’ 
consumer segment, and Woolworths has been praised for actively 
contributing to society in difficult times which has helped boost the local 
economy. Their priority assistance program for vulnerable customers  
and hunger relief program for the most in-need Australians solidified trust 
among Woolworth’s customers. Respondents are satisfied with the online 
purchase experience from both Coles and Woolworths. 

• Banks – Net trust in banks has not shifted over the past two months. 
However, there was some polarization, with 14% of consumers increasing 
trust and 14% decreasing trust. 
 
Those who increased their trust in banks cited honesty, regular 
communication, and fairness & empathy as the key reasons. For banks 
specifically, financial support and fairness and empathy played a role. No 
one bank managed to deliver on all criteria that built overall positive trust. 
 
Digging deeper into the perception of individual banks shows NAB  and 
ANZ praised for ‘responding well to the crisis’. ING and UBank clearly win      
in ‘delivering value for money’, and are perceived to be ‘modern brands’, 
while Westpac was appreciated for its  ‘innovative  customer  support’ 
during Covid-19 and ‘contribution to society’. CBA was associated with 
being the ‘most trusted bank in difficult times’, and a clear winner on 
‘seamless digital and omni-channel customer experience’.
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• Insurance providers – Trust in insurance providers did not improve during 
Covid-19 with a net fall in trust of 10 percentage points. 
 
In health insurance, Medibank performed most strongly on its response 
to the Covid-19 crisis, and its contribution to society. BUPA was by far 
the strongest on ‘a modern brand that moves with the times’, while HBF 
showed slightly higher levels of ‘trust and reliability’ with consumers 
relative to other insurers. 
 
In general insurance, Budget Direct performed strongest on ‘value for 
money’, and together with Youi, Allianz and AAMI was perceived as 
a ‘modern brand that moves with the times. QBE scored highest for 
‘keeping personal information secure’, and RACV strongest for its ‘active 
contribution to society’ and for ‘reliability’. NRMA also performed relatively 
well on ‘contribution to society’ and as an organization that ‘helps boost 
the local economy’. 
 
Overall, as with the banks, no individual insurer performed strongly across     
all the dimensions required to build trust in a time of crisis. No insurers 
were associated with ‘best digital experience’ or a ‘seamless multi-channel 
experience’, both critical considerations for consumers during  
the Covid-19 lockdown. 

• Telecommunications providers – Net trust of telecoms providers 
improved slightly over the past two months (up 4 percentage points). 
Telstra was appreciated for its ability to ‘adapt to a difficult situation’ and 
for ‘keeping customers’ information secure’. Optus was praised for its 
‘seamless multi-channel experience’. No clear winner emerged among 
telecoms providers in terms of response to Covid-19. 
 
‘Trust’ has long been a critical catalyst for company growth. Companies 
whose customers feel ‘we are there for you, and not only in good times, 
but also bad times’ tend to experience a long-lasting positive impact 
on customer loyalty and spend with them. In our study, close to 40% of 
consumers said that the more they believe that a brand demonstrates 
care for their Australian consumers, the more likely they are to give them 
their custom.

Graph 3 – page 5, after para 6 
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SCAN AHEAD TO PREDICT  
THE FUTURE

Consumer needs and behaviours will continue to 
change as will the size and shape of demand. It is 
imperative that companies monitor a wide variety 
of indicators to analyze shifts in consumer 
behaviour. Rapidly adjusting decisions based on 
what they learn will help companies to navigate 
successfully through the new reality. 

One Australian innovation to address this 
challenge has been the Woolworths’s Basics  
Box. Woolworths partnered with DHL and 
Australia Post to package up a bundle of 
essential groceries, delivered to the doorstep  
for an all- inclusive cost of $80. By standardizing 
the box contents and including only ambient 
products (e.g. packaged snacks), Woolworths 
was able to shift picking to a warehouse and 
delivery to the postal service, easing the burden 
on stores and on its fleet of vans. Woolworths 
predicted the surge in demand well in advance  
to build a robust supply chain and meet 
customers’ needs.

BUILD A BRAND THAT CONSUMERS 
WISH TO SEE

2020 has been an extremely challenging year. 
Crises unite people. Covid-19 boosted national 
pride among Australian consumers and the 
proportion of people determined to buy locally 
grown, environmentally friendly brands is at an 
all-time high. Consumers also actively consider 
brands that care for their customers and 
struggling companies in difficult times. Brands 
that build targeted propositions around value, 
sustainability, and local-support attributes
will be rewarded.

6. CALL FOR ACTION

As we move forward, there are number of actions 
for companies to consider in response to Covid-19:
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Today’s consumer is far more informed about 
the importance of health and well-being than 
consumers who have faced crises in the past. 
They are prioritizing health and wellness like 
never before, with 38% of consumers planning  
to buy health and wellness related products, and 
21% of consumers planning to shift their focus  
to health and wellness activities. Stores that
are clear on how they will maintain a healthy 
shopping environment will win more custom  
than those that do not. 

As we look forward and support Australia out 
of lockdown, we see that disruption has created 
many opportunities, with consumer behaviours 
and spending in flux. Companies willing to be 
bold in the face of uncertainty, who develop a 
deep understanding of changes in consumer 
behaviour and shape their proposition to meet 
these changes will emerge from this crisis 
stronger than they were when it began.

Consumers’ dependency on digital is not 
confined to the purchase of goods online but 
extends to research and post-purchase  
support across product and services. Even 
though consumers are not buying today, they  
are evaluating what is available, and planning  
to buy. Companies who tap into customers’ 
journeys in the early stages are likely to enjoy 
long-term success. 

Mecca launched personalized beauty 
consultations accessed via FaceTime or via  
an online booking tool. Customers can choose  
a quick 15-minute beauty pow wow, or a 
45-minute skin or make up consultation with 
in-store hosts. An in-store consultant calls the 
customer on FaceTime and demonstrates 
everything a customer would typically see in 
store. They also launched Mecca Live, a 24/7 
beauty broadcasting program sending daily 
beauty updates across Mecca TV, Mecca Chit 
Chat and Facebook Live sessions.

DELIVER AN END-TO-END 
EXPERIENCE

CREATE A NEW-NORMAL 
SHOPPING ENVIRONMENT  
IN STORES
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